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By A. J. Sidransky

Berwick Court Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 398 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x
1.0in.Elliot Serlin is having the worst week of his life. First, he learns that he has lost his entire
savings, including his sons college tuition, to the biggest Ponzi scheme in history. Then he stumbles
upon a file at work marked SECRET and learns he is going to lose his job. Desperate to avoid
financial ruin, and unwilling to tell his wife for fear shell leave him, Elliot sets out planning an
elaborate, if not quite foolproof, art heist. Along the way, he will recruit a salsa-dancing ex-con, a
19-year-old hacker, his best friend, and his wifes best friend who, it turns out, has eyes for him. Not
least among the seemingly insurmountable obstacles Elliot must overcome is his own ego. Stealing
a Summers Afternoon is a farcical page-turner that showcases the same storytelling prowess that
readers loved in AJ Sidranskys debut novel, Forgiving Maximo Rothman. But Stealing A Summers
Afternoon features much more of Sidranskys prodigious wit than could fit into the sentimental
pages of his first novel. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It is really simplified but shocks in the 50 percent of the pdf. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
recommended this publication to learn.
-- Zetta  Ar m str ong  III--  Zetta  Ar m str ong  III

Simply no phrases to explain. It is definitely simplistic but shocks from the fifty percent from the pdf. You may like the way the blogger write this ebook.
-- Antonetta  Tr em bla y-- Antonetta  Tr em bla y
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